MMUN Teacher Workshop Description
MMUN’s Founder, Judith Cunningham, will share the MMUN4UN Global
Citizenship and Peace Education curriculum in a special workshop.
MMUN4UN closely reflects the interaction of the United Nations General
Assembly Committees and Security Council, and provides more opportunities
for students to speak, to collaborate, negotiate and to help fine-tune their
Committee’s Resolution.
What is MMUN?
See for yourself how MMUN inspires student delegates awareness of global/ local problems and
empowers them to be the agents of social change that leads to peace.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lvbgjY0UEaw
Why Attend?
In a programme created in collaboration with the United Nations, Montessori Model UN provides students
from 9-15 years of age an opportunity to:
• Learn about cultures, governments and peoples of nations throughout the world.
• Use research, writing and oral communications skills.
• Develop critical thinking skills, problem solving skills and evaluative skills.
• Debate current global issues and world problems.
• Practice and use leadership skills including collaboration and negotiation in a real life global
situation.
• Learn how to discover and communicate facts, not just opinions.
• Understand the need for peace and conflict resolution throughout the world while developing their
own conflict resolution and debating skills.
In MMUN’s thirteen years as a leading peace education program, MMUN integrates easily into
existing curriculum. Students broaden their knowledge on today’s global issues as they prepare to
represent their country. They also engage in Global Citizenship:
• Through in-depth research, they learn about a country other than their own—it’s culture, history, and
political position.
• Through debate, they hone critical thinking, critical listening and speaking skills.
• Through resolution writing, they learn to negotiate, build consensus, and resolve conflicts.
• By making friends with students from around the world.
• By developing the confidence to take action locally and globally.
At the Teacher Workshop you will:
• Receive a Montessori Model United Nations Manual with lesson plans to implement the MMUN4UN
Program in your classroom.
• Learn resources for global education activities.
• Receive a Montessori Model UN Teacher Certificate.
How MMUN Benefits Your School:
• It demonstrates your school’s commitment to Peace Education and Global Citizenship.
• For parents and teachers, the opportunity to see their child’s progress as a Delegate at the United
Nations or a UN Agency is a never-forgotten experience that will help them better understand the
importance of your school to their child’s education.
• Many participating schools have received extensive local newspaper coverage as a result, giving
them greater visibility in their community.
The fee for this special MMUN workshop is €345 (including ME Congress parts). You can exclude the
evening activities using a discount code NODINNERS and reduce the total price by €50.

